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Perspective
Canadian medical specialty medicine analysis Network includes medical 
specialty medicine researchers and clinicians attached with a Canadian 
establishment that has medical aid to youngsters with cardiovascular 
disease. Any CPCRN-affiliated member will propose a replacement analysis 
initiative to the CPCRN. The committee is then accountable to make sure 
that the planned research aligns with the CPCRN’s objectives, is elegant 
and of high scientific price, is possible, and is compatible with current or 
unfinished comes.

The CPCRN assists members by providing body, logistic, and scientific 
support at every step of the analysis method. Moreover, a consistent 
information-banking approach is in situ to facilitate future secondary use of 
all collected analysis data.

Research comes area unit planned by a CPCRN member UN agency 
becomes the PI. There’s no restriction on the study style and also the 
studies is empirical, experimental, evaluative, prospective, or retrospective. 
Every project is reviewed by the committee on the premise of practicability, 
alignment with the CPCRN objectives, scientific benefit, and potential 
result on the health of kids with heart diseases. Once the project is 
approved, the Scientific Director and committee members work with the 
PI to develop the planned project into a full study protocol. The CPCRN 
contributes synergistically to project development by providing scientific, 
method, bio applied mathematics, and information management support to 
the study team. The ultimate study proposal is then conferred to all or any 
CPCRN members to spot collaborating centers. If there are a unit an ample 
range of interested sites to succeed in the targeted sample size, then the 
proposal is proposes for approval by individual REBs at every collaborating 
establishment.

Multi-institutional and multijurisdictional studies area unit complicated 
and infrequently seen as unappealing due to the requirement for multiple 
bilateral data-sharing agreements between every establishment that has got 
to be negotiated afresh for every new project. Moreover, these agreements 
would possibly dissent between establishments for a given project, which 
frequently complicates or maybe prohibits the secondary use of valuable 
analysis information.

We designed and enforced a novel master agreement that covers individual 
responsibilities, information possession, data-sharing, and confidentiality 
matters across provincial and institutional boundaries. Due to this national 
agreement, new CPCRN studies area unit mechanically lined, that avoids 
perennial and drawn-out renegotiation of multiple bilateral agreements. 
Due to its uniformity and broad reach, this master agreement covers most 
aspects of information-sharing and data possession during a homogenised 
fashion across study sites. We tend to envision that having a national master 

agreement can decrease time to check initiation; scale back resources spent 
negotiating components that stay similar across studies, improve participation 
rates, and facilitate access to information for secondary analysis.

At present, all CPCRN information area unit hosted at the Centre American 
state elegant du CHUS. The analysis and Capture (Redcap) data 
management system software system is hosted on secure servers of the 
cooperative analysis for Effective Diagnostic cluster among the science 
infrastructure of the Centre American state CHUS. These servers area 
unit certified by the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services to carry 
confidential health info. These servers adjust to the certification necessities 
of applications enforced on the telecommunications multimedia system 
du Québec additionally like the world organization for Standardization/
International Electro technical Commission 27001 commonplace for info 
security management systems.

The CPCRN can function a hub to support members with the event of 
project-specific integrated and end-of-grant data translation (KT) plans 
with the target being to get analysis that results in changes in observe. The 
CPCRN can advise on resources to support members with the event and 
implementation of their KT set up by building on natural partnerships with the 
Canadian vessel Society and also the Canadian medical specialty Society. 
We’ll conjointly leverage member involvement with native, provincial, and 
national associations, skilled committees, and stakeholders. as a result of 
data generated together incorporates a higher probability of being enforced, 
the CPCRN can foster early collaboration between key analysis partners 
and network members. the most message to be delivered are custom-made 
to the various stakeholders, and transmitted during a time-efficient manner 
victimization numerous dissemination methods to make sure that team 
members are knowing of project progress or that results be disseminated 
to the most important audience. every KT set up are rigorously developed 
to make sure that the study can receive the eye it deserves which it is 
leveraged for future progress. The CPCRN is that the initial formal national 
analysis network among medical specialty medicine in North American 
nation. However, we tend to acknowledge that organizing analysis beneath 
the umbrella of a pan-Canadian analysis network isn't new. Many eminent 
analysis networks with the Canadian medical specialty analysis community 
are established antecedently as well as medical specialty Emergency 
analysis North American nation. Medical specialty medicine investigators 
outside of North American nation have conjointly developed eminent 
networks to extend analysis capability, facilitate web site enrollment, and 
coordinate analysis efforts. One outstanding example is that the medical 
specialty Heart Network, that has generated landmark, multicenter studies. 
Our approach has been innovative by incorporating most aspects of data-
sharing among one master agreement, embedding systematic analysis 
information banking, Associate in Nursing by planning an agreement that 
applies to current and future comes.
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